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Summary

The solution for multi-frequency
plane waves propagating
through a dissipative and nonlinear
medium is shown for some examples of periodic conditions.
The expression may for any given
condition be expressed analytically
as a ratio of Fourier series with Bessel function coefficients.
In the examples are shown how the final appearance of any initial wave always is a pure periodic
wave in the lowest frequency existing in the problem - the period of the condition.
For a single frequency
source solutions for nonlinear
evolution
of plane waves through
a dissipative
medium
have been known for a long time. The exact result of Mendousse
(1953) [l] is in a form of a ratio between Fourier series with Bessel function
coefficients.
The generalisation
for multiple frequencies in the boundary
condition
of this solution has
been presented by Hedberg [2].
For non-dissipative
propagation
the final form of the signals has one, two or even
several shocks, and high frequencies are always present e.g. [3]. The presenceof
dissipation
counteracts
the shock creation of strong nonlinearity
and the wave forms will be smoother.
The nonlinear
equation for plane waves in a homogeneous
dissipative
medium is Burgers’ equation,
given in dimensionless
variables as
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This expresson is valid for any number of frequencies with arbitrary
amplitudes
and phases
according
to the boundary
condition
(7)
The individual
frequencies
in a straightforward
Fourier series may be obtained
analytically
in the same way as for a single frequency
[5].
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Figure 1: One of the original frequencies
is the difference frequency
lowest frequency.
Different
phases affect the wave spectra.
VO= sin(0 + y) + sin28 , E* = 0.05. Left: y = 0. Right: y = a/2
Figure 1 shows the specific situation
when the difference
quency and also the same as one of the original frequencies:
t* = 0.05. The explicit expression for the coefficients
ck is
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In Figure 1 is seen the evolution
for the phase y = 0 in the left column, and the phase
y = r/2 in the right column.
To begin with, at 0 = 0, the two cases of course have the
same frequency
content.
At the distance m = 0.5 is seen how the frequency
1 is larger
when the phase y = n/2 and has increased its amplitude
to above its original one. The
frequency
2 on the other hand is larger when the phase y = 0, although
it is not above
its original amplitude.
At a larger distance u = 40, the frequency
1 is twice the size when
the phase y = a/2. But surprisingly
enough, also the frequency
2 is larger for the same
phase. It is approximately
three times as large as for when the phase y = 0.
We shall now compare the influence of a high frequency added to a low frequency
with
the evolution
of the pure low frequency.
The signals are shown for different
distances

(T*= 0,0.2,0.5,2,20,200

in Figure

2.
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Figure

2: The evolutions

of
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sin 0 - left, and

The difference between these signals,
pictured
in Figure 3 for the propagation

Figure

3: The difference
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- right.

V( Vo=

sin 0 + 0.2 sin 110 ) - V( V. = sin 6’), are
distances 4* = 0.2,2,20,200
with E* = 0.05.

sin 0 + 0.2 sin 110) -

V( V. =

sin 0) for the distances

u* = 0.2,2,20,200
The difference
is at the final stage in a pure low frequency
form. The peak values of
the signals at the distance 200 is approximately
10-s which makes the relative difference
as small as 1O-g/1O-4 = 10-4. It is anyway a positive number.
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